Tag Creation Guide – Smart Custom Tag
Create a Smart Custom Tag
Signal’s Partner Catalog is growing rapidly as we integrate new partners on a regular basis.
However if you don’t see your vendor in the list, you can still add a tag using our Smart
Custom Tag template, while we work with the vendor to develop the needed integration.
To add a Smart Custom Tag, please navigate to the Tags tab. Click on the ‘Add a Tag’
button. Then type “smart custom” into the search bar.

From the Client Tag Selection Screen, please select the “Smart Custom Tag (ClientSide)” tag

For any questions, please contact support@Signal.co

Copy and paste the partner tag code directly into the Custom Markup field, after removing
any formatting that may be in the tag from Word or another source. Provide the name of
the vendor and add some comments for context about the tag. Click ‘Create Tag’ to create
your tag.

Note: There are several things to be aware of when using the Smart Custom Tag. When
tags are cut and pasted from a Word .doc, .rtf, or other document where the code is
formatted, an error can result because of some formatting issue, like a line break that
shouldn't be there. It is worth it to remove the formatting before pasting code into the
Smart Custom Tag. Additionally, when a tag that contains functions like unescape() is cut
and pasted into the Smart Custom Tag template, it will automatically strike it out. This can
be confusing because it appears that Signal TMS doesn't support it, but in fact the function
is redundant, therefore unneeded and automatically removed.

For any questions, please contact support@Signal.co

Assign tag to Page(s)
After creating the tag, you will be directed to the Page Assignments view of your tag where
you can assign your tag to a page(s). You can do this by selecting the
“Unassigned/Assigned” button for those Pages you’d like assign the tag to.

Activate Tag
Once you’ve assigned the pages you would like to have you tag active on, you will need to
activate your tag in order for it to begin firing. Please find the “Active/Inactive” button in
the top right hand corner of the following screen, and activate your tag.

For any questions, please contact support@Signal.co

Tag Creation Guide – Building your Data Dictionary
About the Data Dictionary
Your website contains a wealth of valuable information that you can map into your Signal
account; examples include the parameters in your URL query strings, the text in your HTML,
structured JavaScript objects, just to name a few. To pull this data from your website so
that you can pass it along to your vendor partners, Signal uses an innovative approach to
data collection which we call a Data Dictionary.

Your Data Dictionary is made up of Data Elements that you define and then map into your
website through a set of explicit instructions called Data Binding Expressions. The beauty of
your Data Dictionary is that after you bind an element, the value can be immediately
plugged into any tag through a point-and-click interface. Signal then coordinates the flow of
information from your website to any of your vendor partners interested in that data point.
The Data Dictionary is located in the Left-hand nav tool, and allows for you to quickly add
Data Elements as needed, to be assigned to the designated inputs.

For any questions, please contact support@Signal.co

How Data is Collected and Distributed
Data Elements are essentially placeholders for data that you can use when configuring tags.
Let’s look at the hypothetical tag below. Product ID is a value that needs to be passed from
the website to the tag. Since the data is dynamic and changes with every product or
product page, we need to add an entry to the Data Dictionary, which we have named
“Product ID.”

The way data is passed into [[Product ID]] is determined through the use of Data Binding
Expressions. A Data Binding Expression (DBE) is a set of instructions that defines how
Signal should find the value of a given Data Element on any given page. Think of it like a
macro. DBEs can do many things, such as parse through your URL to grab a key-value pair,
reference a predefined JavaScript object set in your page source, parse through the DOM for
a specific piece of text, or execute a function to build a list of items.

Relationship Between Data and Pages
It is important to note that Data Bindings are set at the page level. The rationale behind this
is because a piece of data may exist across multiple pages, however each page may hold
the data in a different way. Rather than create many entries in your Data Dictionary for
what is actually the same thing (inefficient!) with Signal you can define a Data Element once
and then customize how data is configured per Page in your account.

For any questions, please contact support@Signal.co

The following shows how (using this example) Product ID looks when fully configured within
your Signal account. Note that each Page is set up with a different Data Binding Expression,
representing the varied types of data collection rules Signal can support.

Consider Using a Structured Data Layer
The power of your Signal Data Dictionary lies within its flexibility. But like any data
superhero, with great flexibility comes great responsibility. It is important to carefully
choose a data collection methodology that strikes the right balance between speed-tomarket and long-term durability. Before you dive into your Signal data configuration, we
recommend you first carefully consider whether it is appropriate to invest in a structured
data layer (also known to developers as a JSON object). A data layer is an object that your
IT team can build to contain all of the information that you want to map into Signal. You
may find that a bit of extra work upfront will make the process smoother for everyone down
the line.

For any questions, please contact support@Signal.co

